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Australia is a true artist with an impeccable eye for detail. Known for his innovative
styling techniques, Bokshish has won several prestigious awards
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Trend alert Adhuna Bhabani, Co-founder BBLUNT, ceases the day by predicting
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step guide to achieving it
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Style file Dreadlocks, also called locs, dreads, or in Sanskrit,
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, are rope-like
strands of hair formed by matting or braiding hair. We speak to hair gurus on the
style that is as timeless as the people who have sported it

In focus The innate need of humans to look good makes the business of beauty
infinite. Beauty no longer lies in the eyes of the beholder, but in the hands of those
who are in the business of beauty – be it salons, spas, skin/ hair care products and
tools. This is more so relevant today with the culture of selfies and mobile uploads
of images on various social media platforms. The movers and shakers from the
business of beauty in India share with us key industry highlights from the year gone
by and their forecast for 2019
Beauty Saba Khan, Head Make-up Artist, MUD India juggles training and
backstage teams at renowned shows across India, with equal ease; New Yorkbased make-up artist and the proud winner of NAHA 2018 Makeup Artist of
The Year, David Maderich has his foot firmly set in the industry with an expertise
spanning almost two decades; Dr Debraj Shome, Cosmetic Surgeon and Director
at The Esthetic Clinics shares his views on Lip Reduction as a trending aesthetic
procedure; Sana Dhanani, Founder at The White Door in Mumbai decodes the
hottest trends in nail art trends, colours to go for, nail care tips, and more; Product
launches in skin care, make-up and more
Influencer Mumbai-based designer, Krupa Kapadia shares her views on all
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Spa focus The design of JIVA Grande Spa in Delhi is simplistic, yet luxurious,
allowing you to indulge your senses in the ambience created by the fragrances and
sounds that are unique to the brand; The award winning Ayspa at Ayada Maldives
has been designed to rejuvenate the body, mind and spirit. The spa showcases
terrazzo floors with marble and timber hues to reinforce an indigenous feel to your
spa experience; Exciting spa packages across India, and more
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Celeb style A spitting image of her mother Amrita Singh, Sara Ali khan also has
father Saif Ali Khan’s royal personality. She shares her beauty and style secrets
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Step-by-step Recreate the intricate cut
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